
Your boat builder has a good reason Your boat builder has a good reason Your boat builder has a good reason Your boat builder has a good reason     

to specify treated plywood!to specify treated plywood!to specify treated plywood!to specify treated plywood!    
    

The reason isThe reason isThe reason isThe reason is    

Perma Panel…The Smart ChoicePerma Panel…The Smart ChoicePerma Panel…The Smart ChoicePerma Panel…The Smart Choice    
Supplied by Supplied by Supplied by Supplied by     

Inland Plywood Company.Inland Plywood Company.Inland Plywood Company.Inland Plywood Company.    
    

A few facts about wood and boat building:  A few facts about wood and boat building:  A few facts about wood and boat building:  A few facts about wood and boat building:  Wood delivers the highest strength Wood delivers the highest strength Wood delivers the highest strength Wood delivers the highest strength 

vs. weight vs. cost ratio of anvs. weight vs. cost ratio of anvs. weight vs. cost ratio of anvs. weight vs. cost ratio of any product available in the market today.  You end up with a boat that is y product available in the market today.  You end up with a boat that is y product available in the market today.  You end up with a boat that is y product available in the market today.  You end up with a boat that is 

stronger, weighs less, and is more affordable.  We call that a win, win, win situation!  Also stronger, weighs less, and is more affordable.  We call that a win, win, win situation!  Also stronger, weighs less, and is more affordable.  We call that a win, win, win situation!  Also stronger, weighs less, and is more affordable.  We call that a win, win, win situation!  Also ––––    the wood the wood the wood the wood 

products used in the marine industry today are specifically engineered for boaproducts used in the marine industry today are specifically engineered for boaproducts used in the marine industry today are specifically engineered for boaproducts used in the marine industry today are specifically engineered for boat building applications.  t building applications.  t building applications.  t building applications.  

Furthermore, Perma Panel is treated with a special process to guarantee a lifetime of trouble free Furthermore, Perma Panel is treated with a special process to guarantee a lifetime of trouble free Furthermore, Perma Panel is treated with a special process to guarantee a lifetime of trouble free Furthermore, Perma Panel is treated with a special process to guarantee a lifetime of trouble free 

performance.performance.performance.performance.    
    

What about wood rot? What about wood rot? What about wood rot? What about wood rot?         Good question.  It’s true, some wood can rot.  A sheet of plywood Good question.  It’s true, some wood can rot.  A sheet of plywood Good question.  It’s true, some wood can rot.  A sheet of plywood Good question.  It’s true, some wood can rot.  A sheet of plywood 

you buy at a local home centyou buy at a local home centyou buy at a local home centyou buy at a local home center will rot if you leave it outdoors exposed to the elements.  But today’s er will rot if you leave it outdoors exposed to the elements.  But today’s er will rot if you leave it outdoors exposed to the elements.  But today’s er will rot if you leave it outdoors exposed to the elements.  But today’s 

boat builders utilize a much higher grade of material.  Plus, time tested construction methods are boat builders utilize a much higher grade of material.  Plus, time tested construction methods are boat builders utilize a much higher grade of material.  Plus, time tested construction methods are boat builders utilize a much higher grade of material.  Plus, time tested construction methods are 

used to make certain the wood is installed properly, without any risk of potentialused to make certain the wood is installed properly, without any risk of potentialused to make certain the wood is installed properly, without any risk of potentialused to make certain the wood is installed properly, without any risk of potential    problems.  What’s problems.  What’s problems.  What’s problems.  What’s 

more, the wood we use is guaranteed not to rot.  It’s Perma Panel from Inland Plywood Co.more, the wood we use is guaranteed not to rot.  It’s Perma Panel from Inland Plywood Co.more, the wood we use is guaranteed not to rot.  It’s Perma Panel from Inland Plywood Co.more, the wood we use is guaranteed not to rot.  It’s Perma Panel from Inland Plywood Co.    
    

What is this wood?What is this wood?What is this wood?What is this wood?        Perma Panel is made from all Fir veneers.  This species of wood has Perma Panel is made from all Fir veneers.  This species of wood has Perma Panel is made from all Fir veneers.  This species of wood has Perma Panel is made from all Fir veneers.  This species of wood has 

long been recognized as one of the strongest materials avalong been recognized as one of the strongest materials avalong been recognized as one of the strongest materials avalong been recognized as one of the strongest materials available.  All of the inner plys are hand laid to ilable.  All of the inner plys are hand laid to ilable.  All of the inner plys are hand laid to ilable.  All of the inner plys are hand laid to 

ensure a nearly void free core, dramatically improving strength.  A high quality waterproof marine ensure a nearly void free core, dramatically improving strength.  A high quality waterproof marine ensure a nearly void free core, dramatically improving strength.  A high quality waterproof marine ensure a nearly void free core, dramatically improving strength.  A high quality waterproof marine 

glue is used to assemble all Perma Panel materials.  The qualities of this adhesive help to maintain the glue is used to assemble all Perma Panel materials.  The qualities of this adhesive help to maintain the glue is used to assemble all Perma Panel materials.  The qualities of this adhesive help to maintain the glue is used to assemble all Perma Panel materials.  The qualities of this adhesive help to maintain the 

inteinteinteintegrity of Perma Panel for years to come. grity of Perma Panel for years to come. grity of Perma Panel for years to come. grity of Perma Panel for years to come.     
    

A Lifetime WarrantyA Lifetime WarrantyA Lifetime WarrantyA Lifetime Warranty????        Absolutely!  Inland Plywood’s Absolutely!  Inland Plywood’s Absolutely!  Inland Plywood’s Absolutely!  Inland Plywood’s PermPermPermPerma Panel comes with a limited a Panel comes with a limited a Panel comes with a limited a Panel comes with a limited 

lifetime warranty against defects in the workmanship of the panel, fungal decay (rot), or damage lifetime warranty against defects in the workmanship of the panel, fungal decay (rot), or damage lifetime warranty against defects in the workmanship of the panel, fungal decay (rot), or damage lifetime warranty against defects in the workmanship of the panel, fungal decay (rot), or damage 

caused by termites or other woodcaused by termites or other woodcaused by termites or other woodcaused by termites or other wood    eating insects.  Plus, the Perma Panel warranty is transferable!  For eating insects.  Plus, the Perma Panel warranty is transferable!  For eating insects.  Plus, the Perma Panel warranty is transferable!  For eating insects.  Plus, the Perma Panel warranty is transferable!  For 

a period of ten years, Inland Plywood will cover all costs incurred in the replacement of any defective a period of ten years, Inland Plywood will cover all costs incurred in the replacement of any defective a period of ten years, Inland Plywood will cover all costs incurred in the replacement of any defective a period of ten years, Inland Plywood will cover all costs incurred in the replacement of any defective 

Perma Panel components, regardless of who owns the boat.  Then, after ten years, Perma Panel components, regardless of who owns the boat.  Then, after ten years, Perma Panel components, regardless of who owns the boat.  Then, after ten years, Perma Panel components, regardless of who owns the boat.  Then, after ten years, Inland Plywood Inland Plywood Inland Plywood Inland Plywood 

will provide replacement materials at no charge if Perma Panel has failed for any of the reasons stated will provide replacement materials at no charge if Perma Panel has failed for any of the reasons stated will provide replacement materials at no charge if Perma Panel has failed for any of the reasons stated will provide replacement materials at no charge if Perma Panel has failed for any of the reasons stated 

above.above.above.above.    
    

Quality MattersQuality MattersQuality MattersQuality Matters.  .  .  .  The boat builders that we supply have some of the most demanding The boat builders that we supply have some of the most demanding The boat builders that we supply have some of the most demanding The boat builders that we supply have some of the most demanding 

customers anywhere.  And that’s fine with us, customers anywhere.  And that’s fine with us, customers anywhere.  And that’s fine with us, customers anywhere.  And that’s fine with us, because our customers have helped us to achieve a because our customers have helped us to achieve a because our customers have helped us to achieve a because our customers have helped us to achieve a 

level of quality and integrity that can be rare in the marketplace these days.  level of quality and integrity that can be rare in the marketplace these days.  level of quality and integrity that can be rare in the marketplace these days.  level of quality and integrity that can be rare in the marketplace these days.      


